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It is safe to say that the game of Rochi comes from Perripur, whose majestic mountains and lush green 
valleys sink their toes into the warm waters of the Mundaran Sea with a sigh of contentment.

It may not, however, be quite so safe to say where the Roche deck itself was born.

Prior to the Perripin Accord, the eleven states of Perripur were, variously, rival and allying sovereign 
kingdoms, all thinking quite well of themselves. The subsequent centuries of unity and peace have not eroded 
the states' chaotic multifariousness or self-congratulations, so disagreements often arise as to the deck's exact 
origins.

In many ways, the Perripin people are a model of harmonious diversity, considering themselves the 
intellectual and cultural superiors of their Arunkin neighbors to the north. The Arunkel empire has for centuries 
held vast stretches of rich lands from the cold north seas to the borderlands of Perripur.

Perhaps the greatest difference between these two countries is how they engage with mages. The Perripin 
states welcome mages with open arms, often hiring them for their perspective and wisdom as well as their 
magic. 

But in Arunkel, these black-robed powers and their abilities are outlawed. To this, the Perripin are fond of 
saying that one might as well outlaw the weather.

The game of Rochi is played everywhere, with passion and money. While the full name is _Keuthen 
Rochi_ -- meaning "hidden labor" or "hidden pleasure" depending on which Perripin state one believes is the 
origin -- most simply call it "Rochi" and get on with the business of playing this fast, colorful, and often 
expensive game.

In Perripur, Rochi is played with the full fifty-four card deck, but not so in Arunkel -- at least not in the 
open. 

According to legend, the Arunkel deck was made legal in a grove of red-branched amardide, by burning 
the Rochi Mages suit to ash. Then some sage to clear the air of magic and its attendant ills. 

Perripur, never slow to take advantage of a business opportunity, began to export north a fifty-card "Red" 
deck, for which, of course, they charged twice as much.

As popular as Rochi is, it is unsurprising that every Perripin state claims to be its mother. Perripin scholars 
agree that Rochi was likely born in Southern Perripur -- perhaps Atudaka, Venta, or even Timurung. (The 
Timuros use dried fruit as suit markers, but woe to the player who eats one, who may then be required to eat the 
coins in play as well. But the Timuros are like that.)

Who can truly claim credit for the beautiful deck of cards played with the game of Rochi? Or the Roche 
deck, as it is also called? 

Ask ten Perripin scholars and you'll get twenty answers. It seems likely that the stories, lessons, and 
histories that come to us through the window of each of the cards come from all across Perripur, and possibly 
even northern lands as well, where the vanquished tribes once had a similar tradition of storycards.

The one thing Perripin all scholars agree on is this: Arunkel had nothing to do with the creation of Rochi.



Which, given the Arunkin's generally gloomy disposition, is probably for the best.


